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TIME TO ADDRESS
THE RISK OF UNMANAGED SSH KEYS
THE DEFINITIVE REPORT ON SSH
KEY MANAGEMENT FOR AGENCIES
AND ENTERPRISES
Controlling access to information systems
is critical for information security. SSH is the
primary access and administration mechanism
for enterprise network and security appliances.
It is also embedded into various technologies
for file transfer, systems management, identity
and privileged access management, and
machine integrations and automations.

A summary of the practical executive recommendations from NIST IR 7966
COMMITMENT LIES
THROUGHOUT THE ORGANIZATION;
RESPONSIBILITY ALL THE WAY
AT THE TOP.

It is important to ensure basic understanding of
how SSH works and how key management is
handled throughout the organization. The risks
involved affect the whole chain of
accountability, all the way to the CEO.

Control starts with all stakeholders understanding individual
roles and responsibilities. Policies and procedures that ensure

accountability are critical to secure diverse systems and rapidly
evolving cloud environments.
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ESTABLISH CONTINUOUS MONITORING
AND AUDIT PROCESSES

By following the recommendations of the report, you will
ensure constant visibility and control over the use of the protocol.
You will also help define auditing processes and practices for the
purposes of compliance and risk analysis.

a growing risk factor within most large organizations. As
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security. Often overlooked, special attention should be paid to managing

a large number of mission critical systems. Existing legacy keys pose

final liability for cybersecuriity always lies at the CxO

authorized keys for automated processes on a continual basis.

a substantial security risk and make risk analysis difficult if they are not
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understood. The report instructs how to create inventories of keys

Easy to create, SSH keys have proliferated unmanaged
in organizations for years and decades, resulting in keys
often actually outnumbering employees tenfold,
constituting a serious threat scenario. SSH key
management should be made a priority as it constitutes

The NIST IR 7966 report, coauthored by
Tatu Ylönen, inventor of the SSH protocol,
helps organizations understand the basics of
SSH with specific emphasis on SSH access
management. The document highlights that
there is too little planning and oversight of
automated access, too much ad hoc management, and a lack of access key life-cycle
management, leading to security vulnerabilities
and increasingly unacceptable risk.
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SET CLEAR POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

level, executives need to understand the implications of
failing to do so. NIST IR 7966 provides an excellent
overview of what needs to be done, why it is important
and how to go about it: The following abbreviated key
recommendations highlight the benefits of downloading
and absorbing the full report.

ACT NOW
TO SECURE
COMPLIANCE

SECURE SSH IMPLEMENTATION
Note the areas where policies and procedures need to be
defined to mitigate vulnerabilities.

MAKE SURE KEYS ARE SET
AND USED CORRECTLY
How the keys are defined, managed and rotated is critical to

BUILD A CLEAR PROCESS
FOR PROVISIONING, LIFECYCLE
AND TERMINATION
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INVENTORY AND REMEDIATION OF
THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT
The report outlines what you need to do to evaluate the

current state of your network and how to get it in working order. Most
organizations have thousands of untracked identity keys, authorized
keys, and corresponding trust relationships granting access across

and trust relationships and evaluate them against defined policies.

specifications on how to define each stage of the lifecycle of
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individual keys.

security, efficiency and availability of your system.

The NIST IR 7966 report defines the process that make sure your
SSH keys will be secure now and in the future. It establishes clear

The full report is required reading for those
responsible for access management. It
includes detail on vulnerabilities, best
practice, access management deployment
and how to evaluate tools.
Download the full NIST IR 7966
report here

AUTOMATE THE WHOLE SYSTEM
To cap the process the report outlines how you can gain
maximum benefit and security by automating the management

of your SSH keys. The recommendations significantly improve the

The Universal SSH Key Manager is
the most comprehensive solution for
agencies and enterprises.
Download a trial version here or, for
a thorough intro to UKM, contact SSH
Communications Security experts here.

